
The work of the BC’s Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform
has begun just as the Prince Edward Island Electoral Reform
Commission released their report recommending Mixed
Proportional Representation as the preferred voting system to
replace PEI's current first-past-the-post system.

The BC Assembly will spend much of 2004 examining
electoral systems around the world to decide if they will
propose a change to BC’s current system of translating votes
into seats in the Legislature.

If Assembly members recommend a change, it will be
subject to a referendum in the 2005 provincial election. Any
change approved by the voters would take effect with the 2009
BC election.

The Assembly Begins
The Assembly's first session of six ‘learning phase’ meetings
was held in Vancouver on the weekend of January 10 and 11. 

Adriane Carr, leader of the BC Green Party, who was the
proponent of the 2001 Citizen’s Initiative that got the ball
rolling on electoral reform, attended the first assembly as an
observer. She says she wants to become as knowledgeable and
informed as possible about how best to encourage province-
wide citizen participation.

Assembly members started by developing a set of criteria
that reflect what people expect and need from an electoral
system. 

‘Just a terrific opening weekend,’ said Assembly chair Jack
Blaney. ‘The enthusiasm and energy of the members was
simply overwhelming.’

Members also gave the weekend rave reviews, and one
observed: ‘I did some homework. I read advance material. I
looked at some of the websites listed on the Assembly’s website.
I thought I was beginning to grasp it all. Then Ken Carty (leader
of the Assembly’s educational program) stood up and started

posing questions. I realized how much I will have to do to
understand the various electoral systems and what they might
look like if they were used in BC.’

Second Learning Weekend
On the weekend of January 24–25, members began look at
alternative voting systems and past experiments with
‘preferential ballots’ in BC and Alberta. 

Members also discussed questions: What are the pluses and
minuses of majority governments? Of minority governments?
Of coalitions? Does it matter how many political parties we
have? Is multi-party or two-party competition better for BC?

Some of the members’ comments in debate were:
• ‘A majority government can get things done without having to
look over its shoulder all the time. The stability is important.’
• ‘But a majority government doesn’t feel it has to listen to the
people. The cabinet decides, the premier decides, and that’s it.’
• ‘I’d rather see at least five parties, personally, it would break
this deadlock, left and right.’
• ‘But what matters is who gets into the legislature, and that’s
not a function of the number of parties.’

Third Learning Weekend
In their third round of meetings on February 7 and 8, Assembly
members dug into the details and workings of three electoral
systems that are in use around the world; proportional
representation, single transferable vote, and mixed systems.

More Sessions—Open to Public
The Citizen’s Assembly will continue to meet in Vancouver, for
the fourth of the six weekends about electoral systems. 

The learning weekends are open to the public, but space is
limited and pre-registration is recommended. You can pre-
register at the Assembly website www.citizensassembly.bc.ca or
by calling 604-660-1232. 0
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